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ABSTRACT
Generative AI platforms backed by large-language models

(LLMs) are taking the world by storm. Starting with Chat-

GPT launched a mere 18 months ago that can generate amaz-

ingly human-like text responses to prompts, there are now

platforms that can generate code (GitHub Copilot), images

(Dall-E), and even video clips (Sora). In this fast evolving

world of GenAI, there is huge interest in the community in

tracking the usage patterns of these platforms, as well as

performance in terms of responsiveness and network load.

Our paper is the first attempt to track usage of emerging

GenAI platforms via real-time analysis of network traffic.

This can be useful to enterprises seeking to know which

GenAI services their employees use most; to Communica-

tions Service Providers wanting to know the network loads

imposed; and to financial investors needing a pulse on mar-

ket trends. We begin by explaining the network anatomy of

ChatGPT prompt/response interactions in detail, and extend

it to six other GenAI platforms supporting text, code, and im-

age generation. We then develop a measurement method to

identify and quantify GenAI interactions via real-time analy-

sis of network traffic. We deploy our monitoring system in a

University campus over a 5-month period, and reveal inter-

esting insights such as GenAI usage distribution across days

of the week and deviations during assessment periods; vari-

ation in prompt-to-response-size ratios across the various

GenAI platforms; and differences in response times arising

from model versions.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks→ Network measurement.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Generative AI services have surged in prominence over the

past 18 months, since the launch of ChatGPT in Novem-

ber 2022. It has revolutionized the way text, code, images,

and even videos are created. Tech giants and well-funded

unicorns like OpenAI, Google, Microsoft, and Anthropic

are accelerating this movement by operating online GenAI

platforms that provide users access to well-trained large lan-

guage models (LLMs), and rapidly launching new versions of

LLMs with better response quality and performance. Table 1

lists seven popular GenAI platformswe consider in this paper,

including their owner, launch date, estimated market value,

and generation capability, that are collected or estimated

from various public sources [1, 8, 9, 19, 22–26]. Staggeringly,

the GenAI industry is expected to grow at 47.5% CAGR to

be worth 1.3 trillion dollars by 2032, overtaking the video

streaming and online gaming industry.

Universities and enterprises are keen to understand how

their students or workforce use the various GenAI platforms

so they can appropriately manage subscriptions and respon-

sible use; telecommunications service providers are anxious

about the load GenAI places on their communications in-

frastructure so they can provision capacity and cloud con-

nectivity; and market watchers are eager to see how GenAI

usage and performance trend over time across the various

platforms so they can make appropriate investment deci-

sions. As far as we are aware, there are no mechanisms today

for these various entities to get timely visibility into GenAI

usage and performance in order to make these day-to-day

decisions.

This paper is the first study in analysing network traffic

in real-time to track the usage and performance of GenAI

platforms. By analyzing the network traffic pertaining to

https://doi.org/10.1145/3674213.3674214
https://doi.org/10.1145/3674213.3674214
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Table 1: Seven popular GenAI platforms launched since
late 2022, their estimatedmarket values and generative
capabilities.

Platform [Owner] Launched Value Capability
ChatGPT [OpenAI] Nov 2022 $86bn text

Bard [Google] Mar 2023 >$100bn text/image

Claude [Anthropic] Mar 2023 $4bn text

NewBing [Microsoft] Feb 2023 $154bn text/image

Dall-E [OpenAI ] Aug 2023 $86bn image

Copilot [Github] Dec 2023 >$3bn code

Gemini [Google] Feb 2024 >$100bn text/image

seven popular GenAI platforms (specifically ChatGPT, Bard,

Claude, NewBing, Dall-E, Gemini, and Github Copilot), we

are able to identify the exchange of prompt and response

messages, along with attributes such as message lengths

and response times. By deploying this system in a University

campus, we draw insights into how often each of these GenAI

platforms are used, which days they are used most, how

many prompt-response interactions are contained within a

session, how response sizes correspond with prompt sizes,

and how long they take to respond. Our contributions are

summarized as three-fold.

Our first contribution (§2) systematically studies the char-

acteristics of network flows and their volumetric patterns

when users converse with the seven studied GenAI platforms.

Particularly, we dissect the time-series volumetric behaviors

of the conversation flow when serving each pair of user

prompt and platform response.

Our second contribution (§3) develops a real-time net-

work traffic analysis method to detect user sessions and

prompt-response pairs of the seven studied generative AI

platforms and measure their timing and volumetric usage

metrics.

Our third contribution (§4) deploys the measurement sys-

tem in a University campus network and collects data over

5 months (late September 2023 to early March 2024) to re-

veal interesting insights – ChatGPT is used most heavily,

with usage spikes corresponding to news events; Github

Copilot usage is aligned with University assessment sched-

ules; NewBing and Dall-E have both large response sizes,

but prompts are much shorter in NewBing; several GenAI

platforms show multimodal response times, which could be

indicative of different model capabilities and versions.

2 TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS
OF GENAI PLATFORMS

In this section, we discuss network traffic characteristics

of seven popular GenAI platforms that have conversations

with users by pairs of user prompts and server responses.

1101001.0K10.0K
chatcdnauth0tcr9iopenai

#Downstream packets

1 10 100 1.0K 10.0K

#Upstream packets

(a) Total packet count.

Initialization 1st prompt-response

2nd prompt-response

3rd prompt-response

20th prompt-response

check existing response

(b) Packet rate.

Figure 1: Volumetric profile of service flow labeled by
their name prefixes in a ChatGPT session.

By analyzing collected ground-truth traffic capture (PCAP)

files of our conversations with the seven platforms (§2.1),

we identify important network flows that exhibit distinct

volumetric patterns when serving conversations (§2.2) and

characterize the delivery of each prompt-to-response pair by

the volumetric patterns of service flows (§2.3).

2.1 Lab Experiments
This study covers seven popular GenAI platforms in the mar-

ket, including OpenAI’s ChatGPT, OpenAI’s Dall-E, Google’s

Bard, Google’s Gemini, Microsoft’s NewBing (now known

as Copilot), GitHub’s Copilot, and Anthropic’s Claude. To

have a proper understanding of network behaviors of GenAI

platforms when serving user questions (i.e., prompts), we

instructed a list of prompts with various word counts from

five to the maximum limits (e.g., 500 words for ChatGPT)

to be answered by each studied platform. We diversify our

user setups by accessing the platforms using three different

browsers (Safari, Chrome, and Edge) on both PCs (a Mac-

Book laptop and a Windows desktop) and mobile devices

(iOS and android phones connected to wireless hotspot on

the Windows desktop).

Network traffic exchanged between our client devices and

GenAI platforms on the Internet are captured as PCAP files

(one per session) using Wireshark software on PC devices.

We analyze the collected PCAP files with our ground-truth

prompt-response information to illustrate the network traffic

characteristics of GenAI services.
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Figure 2: Volumetric profile of service flows labeled by
their protocols in a Bard session.

2.2 Service Flows and Volumetric Patterns
We first discuss how network flows are utilized to deliver

GenAI services using two representative sessions, one for

OpenAI’s ChatGPT through Chrome browser on an iOS mo-

bile phone and one for Google’s Bard through Safari browser

on a macOS laptop. In each session, we asked about twenty

prompts with several seconds of gap between the adjacent

ones and received responses of various word counts, ranging

from five words to above one thousand words. Similar in-

sights are obtained for other types of user setups and GenAI

platformswith variations only in their service domain names,

thus, are not repetitively discussed.

In our packet analysis, we track all network flows (identi-

fied by 5-tuples) that support our conversations with GenAI

platforms. We observe that they are all TLS encrypted with

a Server Name Indication (SNI) field showing the accessed

service domain in handshake packets. We therefore label the

flows with their contextual service names.

A ChatGPT Session: Network flows that correspond to

five unique services are belonging to the domain “openai.com”

but with unique prefixes, including “chat”, “cdn”, “auth0”,
“tcr9i” and “openai”, for user conversation, archived historical
content, user authentication, model selection, and platform

administration, respectively. In Fig. 1(a), we show the total

number of packet counts in both upstream (i.e., client to
platform) and downstream (i.e., platform to client) directions,

as annotated on the graphs. It is quite clear that the “chat”
service dominates the total packet counts in both upstream

and downstream directions, which is purposed to deliver

chat content during the session, followed by “cdn” service
that is typically for archived content distribution, such as

saved chat history and user settings. Other three services

Prompt: 
“here is my 

question. J”

1

2

Prompt

3

Response: 
“here is my 

response. J”

4

Response

Upstream

Downstream

Upstream

Downstream

1 2

3 4

1 2

3 4

Process from user prompt to platform response Flow throughput

Exp. 1

Exp. 2

Figure 3: Delivery process of one prompt-to-response
pair and the underlying flow throughput pattern.

that together contribute to less than one third of packet

counts are used for administrative purposes, authentication

and model selection.

After having a summary-level view of accessed services,

we now look at their time-series volumetric patterns as pre-

sented in Fig. 1(b). Except for the network flow of “chat”
service, all other flows are mostly only active during the

initialization period (first group of packet spikes before the

20-second timestamp) when we open the browser page of

ChatGPT and login using our account. Notably, during this

period, “cdn”, “openai”, and “auth0” have packets being ex-
changed for page preparation, login authentication and ac-

count synchronization, followed by “tcr9i” for LLM model

selection.

Each bulk of “chat” packets after the initialization phase

are triggered by our prompt requests. Not surprisingly, the

size of each group of upstream or downstream packets is

positively related to the size of prompt sent by the user and

response sent by the platform.We acknowledge that a precise

inference mechanism can be developed to infer word counts

in prompts and responses from network traffic as a future

work.

A Bard Session: In our representative Bard session, we

asked fifteen prompts with response word counts ranging

from 1504 to 10. All network flows for Bard session are with

the same service name “bard.google.com”. Unlike ChatGPT

and other studied platforms that use multiple services each

with a unique purpose, from our repetitive experiments,

Google’s Bard uses HTTPS flows for administrative and

supporting services and use QUIC protocol (developed and

promoted by Google) for chat data delivery. Therefore, as

shown in Fig. 2(a), for the total packet count belonging to

HTTPS and QUIC flows, QUIC dominates by over ten times

compared to HTTPS. According to the time-series plot of

their packet rates, the QUIC flow becomes active when we

send a prompt, while the HTTPS flow is mostly active during

the initialization phase and other events such as when we

retrieve saved chats from history.

2.3 User Prompts and Platform Responses
After knowing how network service flows are used to deliver

a conversation, we now characterize the delivery process
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Figure 4: Real-time system for measuring user conversations with GenAI platforms.

of each pair of client prompt and platform response, e.g.,
a group of upstream and downstream packets in Fig. 1(b)

and Fig. 2(b). We abstract a four-step logical view of each

prompt-to-response interaction between a user and a GenAI

platform in the left shaded part of Fig. 3. In stage 1○, the

user types a prompt on the local device and clicks the “send”

button so that the input prompt starts being delivered to

the GenAI platform over the Internet. The prompt is fully

delivered to the platform in stage 2○. The platform then

uses its large language model to generate a response which

starts being sent to the user in stage 3○ and is fully received

by the user in stage 4○. If we annotate the timestamp of

each stage occurrence as 𝑡1, 𝑡2, 𝑡3, and 𝑡4, the user waits

Δ𝑡𝑢𝑤 = 𝑡4 − 𝑡1 (user waiting time) to receive a complete

response after clicking the “send” button; the genAI server

takes Δ𝑡𝑠𝑟 = 𝑡3 − 𝑡2 (server response time) to select models,

provision computing resources and start sending response;

and the platform takes Δ𝑡𝑟𝑔 = 𝑡4 − 𝑡3 (response generation
time) to complete response generation.

Two examples of the time-series network flow throughput

relating to the four logical steps are shown in the right part

of Fig. 3. Example 1 shows a prompt-to-response pair with a

long server response time (𝑡3−𝑡2) as about 1 second, whereas
example 2 has a very short server response time (less than

10ms). It is quite clear that upstream traffic throughput, mea-

sured by Byte-per-second (Bps) is higher than downstream

throughput when the user is sending prompt as the server

replies acknowledgment packets without payload. The down-

stream throughput is larger than the upstream rate when the

server is sending response and the user replies zero-payload

acknowledgment packets.

Later on, we will discuss our heuristic measurement tech-

niques for each prompt-to-response pair by capturing the

discussed network behaviors.

3 REAL-TIME MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
In this section, we design a real-time network traffic analy-

sis pipeline (§3.1) to detect active user conversations with

generative AI platforms and measure their usage patterns

using our heuristic measurement techniques (§3.2).

3.1 Network Traffic Processing Pipeline
We design a pipeline that processes real-time network traffic

(i.e., packet streams in both upstream and downstream direc-

tions) exchanged between users and the Internet to support

measurement of user sessions with GenAI platforms. Our

pipeline uses virtual network functions (VNF) deployed on a

generic server that receives mirrored network traffic from

the edge router of a monitored network.

As visually depicted in Fig. 4, our pipeline receives real-

time packet streams on two network interfaces (NIC) for

upstream and downstream directions, respectively. To avoid

unnecessary processing costs on packets that are irrelevant

to the conversations, all packets first go through a packet
filtering module for standard packet header checks. As

discussed in §2.2, all conversations with the seven studied

platforms are carried by TLS flows over TCP or QUIC. There-

fore, all other packets, as identified by their standard header

fields, will be discarded without further processing. Note

that this stateless module can alternatively be offloaded to

programmable data-plane (P4) switches for large-scale de-

ployment.

The second module, namely packet matching, extracts
server name indication (SNI) fields from TLS handshake

packets and checks the SNI records against a static list of

service names that carries conversation data of the seven

monitored GenAI platforms, such as “chat.openai.com” for

ChatGPT and “gemini.google.com” for Google’s Gemini, as

discussed in §2.2. Flow 5-tuples of a matched TLS handshake

packet will be recorded in a dynamic list to match subsequent

packets that belong to the service flow. A recorded 5-tuple
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Table 2: Collected dataset for the usage of sevenmonitored GenAI platforms in our five-month campus deployment.

chatGPT bard claude newbing dall-e copilot gemini
measurement start date 10/09/2023 10/09/2023 31/10/2023 06/11/2023 06/11/2023 14/11/2023 12/02/2024

#total measurement days 165 165 122 117 119 111 21

#effective measurement days 151 151 118 115 118 110 19

#sessions 39,679 52 82 24 3 331 19

#prompts 54,448 193 83 24 4 663 31

that is not matched by any packet for a certain duration (i.e.,
60 seconds in our implementation) will be removed from the

dynamic list. All packets that are matched with a service flow

of one conversation will be forwarded to ourmeasurement
module.

3.2 Heuristic Measurement Techniques
The measurement module in our real-time traffic processing

pipeline is developed based on our heuristic understanding

of network characteristics in §2. Upon arrival of each packet,

the module extracts useful information from their metadata

fields and headers in the format of <service name, flow 5-
tuple, timestamp, payload size>. The service name and flow

5-tuple are used to associate a packet with its user session.

Timestamp and payload size of the packet are used as metrics

for usage measurement.

As visually depicted in Fig. 1(b) and 2(b), a user session

with GenAI platforms can have multiple pairs of prompts

and the corresponding responses. Each pair is carried by a

standalone chunk in the time-series volumetric profile (i.e.,
packet rate and throughput) of the service flow. Therefore,

we employ state-of-the-art time-series chunk detection al-

gorithms [10, 17] with a window-based approach [20, 30]

to identify each prompt-to-response pair from each service

flow. For each detected prompt-to-response pair, in addition

to their volumetric profiles, we also measure their timing

metrics including user waiting time Δ𝑡𝑢𝑤 , server response
time Δ𝑡𝑠𝑟 , and response generation time Δ𝑡𝑟𝑔 precisely from

the time-series volumetric patterns as discussed in §2.3.

Our measurement module produces a record per user ses-

sion and per prompt-to-response pair to enable insight anal-

ysis as will be discussed next. Both record types contain

metadata including service name (e.g., “chat.openai”), flow
5-tuple, start and finish timestamps, total packet counts and

volume in both upstream and downstream directions. In ad-

dition, our records of prompt-to-response pairs also include

the three timing metrics (Δ𝑡𝑢𝑤 , Δ𝑡𝑠𝑟 , and Δ𝑡𝑟𝑔).

4 MEASUREMENT INSIGHTS FROM A
UNIVERSITY CAMPUS NETWORK

We implement our real-time system as designed in §3 to

measure the usage of GenAI platforms in our university

campus. Our university IT department has provisioned us a

full mirror of network traffic exchanged between our campus

network and the Internet. As will be detailed at the end of

this paper, ethical clearance is obtained for this measurement

study. In this section, we report the insights obtained by

analysing system logs (summarised in §4.1) of 151 days from

7pm 10 September 2023 to 3pm 4 March 2024. Insights are

discussed around longitudinal daily usage trends of each

platforms (§4.2), usage patterns of prompts and responses

(§4.3), and timing metrics (§4.4).

4.1 Dataset Overview
Our collected campus dataset covers usage statistics for all

seven GenAI platforms, as listed in Table 2, ordered by the

date we start our measurement for each platform. The earli-

est measurement start date is 10 September 2023 for Chat-

GPT and Bard, whereas the lastest start date is 12 February

2024 for Gemini. Due to lab maintenance and campus net-

work upgrades during our measurement period, we do not

have data for every day. Therefore, we report the number

of effective measurement days for each platform in the sec-

ond row of Table 2. The numbers of captured sessions and

prompt-to-response pairs shown in the table indicates that

ChatGPT dominates the GenAI usage in our university cam-

pus while the other six platforms remain quite minor during

the measurement period. GitHub Copilot which is designed

for coding supports has also been quite active since we start

measuring it on 14 November 2023.

4.2 Temporal Usage Patterns
Our measurement can be roughly divided into three periods,

i.e., from 10 September 2023 to 1 January 2024 for the last

two months of a semester and the following holiday break;

from 2 January 2024 to 5 February 2024 for an entire short

semester; and from 6 February 2024 to 4 March 2024 for

the beginning of a semester, which are shaded as different

regions in Fig. 5.

From Fig. 5(a) for the daily number of prompts with Chat-

GPT, we can see a clear pattern across the three semesters.

In the first semester, the usage level of ChatGPT is the low-

est, often below 500 prompts per day except some spikes

during certain special events such as 8 October 2023 (the
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Figure 5: Daily number of prompts for (a) ChatGPT and (b) GitHub Copilot platforms.

start of Israel–Hamas war), 7–8 November 2023 (Melbourne

Cup), and 18–23 November 2023 (University exam prepara-

tion week). It is not surprising to see a low usage level on

campus during this semester as there was an ongoing debate

on whether GenAI should be used by students in education.

As for GitHub Copilot which provides coding support, we

can see from Fig. 5(b) that there was a spike in daily usage of

above 30 prompts on 8 December 2023 (final assignment sub-

mission date of this semester), whereas less than 10 prompts

are observed on other days.

During the short semester when (a small number of) stu-

dents are allowed to enroll in at most one university course,

the daily usages of ChatGPT are often below 500 prompts

except the two days before Christmas holiday and the day

before final exams. For GitHub Copilot in Fig. 5(b), we can

see weekly usage spikes during four weeks of this short se-

mester, right before the deadlines of weekly assignments for

a first-year programming course, particularly during the last

two days (1–2 February 2024) of the last week with daily

usage exceeding 50 prompts.

In the beginning of the third semester covered in our mea-

surement, a much higher level of daily usage for ChatGPT

can be observed as students are more comfortable in using

GenAI chatbot for information retrieval. The usage of GitHub

Copilot remains at a stable level as the semester just started.

Day of the week: To better capture the weekly usage

patterns of GenAI services, we aggregate our daily number

of prompts to each platform for each day of the week. A

normalized presentation is shown in Fig. 6. As just discussed,

Copilot for coding support is mostly used during the end

of a week (Thursday to Sunday) as coding assignments in

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Normalised daily usage

chatgpt
copilot

bard
claude
gemini

newbing
dalle

Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat
Sun

Figure 6: Normalized usage (number of prompts) of
GenAI platforms per day of the week.

our university are often due on Sunday nights. The usage of

ChatGPT is quite evenly distributed across the seven days of

a week. Claude and NewBing that provide generic chatbot

services have similar usage patterns compared to ChatGPT.

Bard has over 60% of its usages occur on Friday and Dall-E

is only used on weekdays, which can be quite biased by a

heavy user given their minor popularity on campus.

4.3 Usage Patterns of Prompts and Their
Corresponding Responses

After discussing temporal usage patterns of each platform,

we now look at the aggregated patterns of their prompts and

responses, including the number of prompt-to-response pair

per session, response sizes and the ratio between responses

with their paired prompts.

Number of prompt-to-response per session: We now

look at the number of questions (i.e., prompt-to-response

pairs) users typically ask on a generative AI platform per
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session. In Fig. 7, we show the distribution of numbers of

prompts per session for each platform considered in this

paper as violin plots. The changing horizontal width of each

violin along the y-axis indicates the popularity (or probabil-

ity) at that value. Themedian value of each plot is highlighted

by the horizontal blue line. First of all, although the distribu-

tions vary for each platform, it is obvious that the median

values for all GenAI platform equal to one. This indicates

that users of all GenAI platforms often ask one question

then either remain inactive for a long period before asking

another question or simply closing the browser/app. Our

second observation is that Google’s Bard and Gemini have

more sessions with a large number of questions (e.g., more

than 10) compared to their counterparts. This is likely due

to the relatively tedious initialization processes required for

a user to start a session on the two platforms. Users may

want to ask more questions as compensation. In addition,

ChatGPT and GitHub Copilot have a very small fraction of

sessions with many prompt-to-response pairs, such as over

10. All Claude and DALL-E sessions have less than 5 ques-

tions, and NewBing has exactly one question per session due

to its unique implementation.

Response sizes: Similar to the just discussed metric, in

Fig. 8, we show the size of responses generated by the seven

measured platforms as violin plots. Almost all (99%) of re-

sponses from Copilot and Gemini are less than 100KB as both

of them can only produce texts for public users. ChatGPT,

Bard, and Claude that produce both texts and graphs have

some of their response sizes above 1MB. Among the four

platforms, ChatGPT is still dominated (more than 85%) by

small-sized (less than 100KB) responses, whereas Bard has

about 20% of responses larger than 1MB. NewBing and Dall-

E platforms have much higher median response sizes (over

300KB) than the others, it can be attributed to that, NewBing

is integratedwithMicrosoft’sWindows andOffice ecosystem

and can generate a wide variety of outputs like graphs and

pages of searching results; and Dall-E is specifically made

for image generation.

Response-to-prompt ratio: We further investigate into

the sizes of prompts sent to each platform with respect to

their received responses. Fig. 9 shows the distribution of

size ratios for each pair of prompt and response. ChatGPT,

Bard, Claude and Gemini have their median ratio around 1

(the dashed red line), showing roughly equivalence in their

prompt and response sizes. Among the five platforms, Claude

has a wider range of ratios (from 0.01 to 100) distribution

as it can produce various types of outputs given text-based

prompts. Copilot have most (about 85%) of its prompts larger

than the corresponding responses as it takes a block of code

and provides debugging and augmenting suggestions that

are often smaller than the original codes in size. NewBing

and Dall-E exhibit quite extreme patterns compared to others:

the former platform has most of its responses more than ten

times larger than the corresponding prompts, and the latter

one has all its generated images smaller than the input ones.

We guess that all prompts to Dall-E are images that request

for augmentation and editing, instead of asking for images

from text prompts.

4.4 Timing Metrics
Timing metrics (in §2.3) for each response-to-prompt pair,

i.e., user waiting time, server response time, and response

generation time exhibit different patterns among platforms.

User waiting time: Recalling that this metrics indicates

the period of time between when a user starts sending a

prompt ( 1○ in Fig. 3) until the user receives a complete

response ( 4○ in Fig. 3), we show the distribution of Δ𝑡𝑢𝑤
for each prompt-to-response pair of the seven platforms in

Fig. 10. Over 90% of user prompts to four platforms (ChatGPT,

Bard, Gemini and Dall-E) have their full responses within

two seconds. Such performance for Dall-E is quite surpris-

ing as it produce graphs which are expected to take longer

times. Claude and Copilot have their median user waiting
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Figure 10: User waiting time Δ𝑡𝑢𝑤 .
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Figure 11: Server response time Δ𝑡𝑠𝑟 .
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Figure 12: Response generation time Δ𝑡𝑟𝑔.

time around 4 seconds, and NewBing has the highest tim-

ing performance with a median value near 10 seconds. We

observe long tails in the distributions of ChatGPT, Copilot,

Bard, Claude and Gemini, which is consistent with their re-

sponse size distributions. Therefore, we believe that those

prompts are with heavy responses.

Server response time: After received a prompt from an

user, GenAI platforms select and call appropriate LLMs. This

metric Δ𝑡𝑠𝑟 measures the time taken for this administrative

process. The distribution of Δ𝑡𝑠𝑟 is presented in Fig. 11. Chat-

GPT exhibits a multimodal pattern in its distribution, which

differs from the response size pattern shown in Fig. 8. Ap-

parently, larger responses may not always result in longer

server response times. This discrepancy could be attributed

to the different times required by the server to call various

versions of GPT models (e.g., GPT-3.5 vs GPT-4) for different
user prompts and subscription plans. Claude, Gemini, and

NewBing also havemultimodal distribution patterns.We also

observe that, Copilot and Claude have slightly larger median

server response time (about 3 seconds) than other platforms,

and NewBing exhibits the largest range from nearly 0 second

to 14 seconds.

As for the time taken by the platform to generate a com-

plete answer, i.e., Response generation time Δ𝑡𝑟𝑔, shown in

Fig. 12, it exhibits similar patterns to user waiting time and

is therefore not explicitly discussed.

5 RELATEDWORK
GenAI platforms has been evaluated for their response qual-

ity in fulfilling specific tasks [12] such as code generation

[31], news fact-checking [4], educational assessment [21],

and human emotion interpretation [7]. Some prior works

measure their social impact [2], ethical trustworthiness [16],

and potential risks in economics [28] and medicinal mod-

elling [29]. The works in [6, 27] survey user experience with

GenAI services through questionnaires. In this paper, we

analyze the network characteristics and measure usage pat-

terns of seven popular GenAI platforms in a large univer-

sity campus, which has not been achieved by prior works

[3, 5, 11, 13–15, 18] on network traffic analysis for different

types of user applications in operational networks.

6 CONCLUSION
This paper presents our measurement study on the usage

patterns of seven generative AI (GenAI) platforms in our

university campus network. We first analyze the characteris-

tics of network flows serving user conversations with GenAI

platforms through lab experiments. A real-time network traf-

fic analysis system is then designed and implemented in our

university network to measure usage metrics of GenAI ser-

vices. We report deployment insights for over five months,

including temporal patterns, distribution of prompts and

responses, and timing performance of each measured plat-

form. The insights into GenAI usage obtained by our system

can provide references for various stakeholders, such as en-

terprises for partnership planning, communications service

providers in network optimization, and financial institutions

for investment decisions.
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